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CHAPTER1-Overview
These topics describe Tina for SQL Server architecture:

l Microsoft SQL Server Architecture
l Tina for SQL Server Architecture
l Tina and VSS

Microsoft SQL Server Architecture
These topics describe Microsoft SQL Server architecture:
• Basic Notions
• Microsoft SQL Server Storage Structures
• Microsoft SQL Server Administration
• Microsoft SQL Server Backup Mechanisms
• FILESTREAM Storage
• Microsoft SQL Server and VSS Mode

Basic Notions
Microsoft SQL Server

Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database management system (RDBMS) using a
client/server architecture and T-SQL (Transact Structured Query Language) to send requests
between a client and an SQL Server.

Instances

An instance is a copy of an SQL Server running on a computer. Multiple instances of an SQL
Server can run on a computer. There are two different types of instances that can be installed:
• A default instance: a default instance is identified by the network name of the computer on

which it is running. A computer can have only one version functioning as a default instance
at a time.
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• A named instance: a named instance is given a name to differentiate it from other named
instances and from the default instance on the same computer. It is identified by using the
network name of the computer plus an instance name.

At time of installation, the setup specifies the installation of a default instance. However, you can
specify a named instance instead.

Microsoft SQL Server Storage Structures
Databases

SQL Server data is stored in databases. A database is a logically coherent unit. It consists of a
set of tables. Data is logically arranged in tables according to data types. Tables are linked
together according to the type of data they contain. SQL Server databases actually write data in
data files.

The SQL Server database structure could be compared to a file cabinet. The following figure
shows the different levels of the SQL Server.

There are two types of databases, the system databases and the users databases.

System Databases

The system databases keep track of all the items defining the SQL Server system.

The following table is a list of the

Database Description

master Description of all databases and users

tempdb Temporary storage tables

model Model used for all users databases creation

msdb Records administrator operations

system databases.
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User Databases

The user databases are storage areas available to applications connected to the server.

Data Files

The data files are the actual physical support of all SQL Server data. They are divided into
several subunits. The smallest subunit is the page. A data page has a size of 8 KB.

With Microsoft SQL Server, each database has its own data files. There is no data file shared
between databases. There are two types of data files:
• Theprimary data files are the entry point to the database. They contain the database

description. Each database has its own unique primary unit. Microsoft recommends using
the .mdf extension for those files.

• The secondary data files are all data files that are not primary. They extend the database
storage capacity. A database does not necessarily have secondary files. Microsoft
recommends using the .ndf extension for those files.

File Groups

Data files are arranged into file groups, creating a link between the tables and their physical
support. A table is created in a group made of one or more data files.

Theprimary file group is the group containing the primary file. Secondary files may be spread out
among users defined file groups. A database does not necessarily contain users defined file
groups.

Transaction Logs

The transaction logs keep track of all changes affecting the database. A database has at least
one transaction log. Transaction logs do not belong to any particular file group. Microsoft
recommends using the .ldf extension for those files.

Transaction logs should be purged regularly. They can either be saved and truncated on a
regular basis or they can be truncated systematically after every data file update. A data file
update is called a checkpoint.

Full-Text Index

A full-text index makes it possible to carry out sophisticated text searches using data character
strings. The full-text index stores information on significant character strings and their location in
a specific column. This information enables quick searches of lines containing the words,
phrases, or specific combinations of words or phrases.

The full-text indexes are kept in the full-text catalogs. Both are included in the database backup.

Microsoft SQL Server Administration
SQL Server Services

In the Microsoft Windows environment, services are processes designed to handle certain
events.
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The SQL Server main service is the one used to launch an instance. The name of that service is
SQL Server (instance_name).

See the Microsoft SQL Server documentation for details concerning the services.

Registry Parameters

In the Microsoft Windows environment, the registry stores parameters for all the applications in
the system. When you install the SQL Server, the services of the SQL Server startup parameters
are stored in the registry.

SQL Server Interfaces

The most commonly used interface for the SQL Server is the SQL Server Management Studio. It
is an administrative interface and that also handles the T-SQL requests. This interface is
accessible through the Start Programs Microsoft SQL Server SQL Server Management
Studio menus in the Windows taskbar.

Logins & Roles

The login defines a user. It includes a user name and a password. A user may be assigned a role
including one or several administrative tasks as well as the necessary rights to perform these
tasks. The higher level role is the system administrator which provides rights to all operations on
all databases.

You can also to define a user through their Windows identity. In this case, the user accesses the
SQL Server through the Windows authentication.

Stored Procedures

The stored procedures are precompiled T-SQL programs. Microsoft provides a number of stored
procedures to assist the SQL Server administrator.

sp_helptext ‘<stored procedure name>’ lets you view the source code for a particular
procedure.

Error log

To facilitate troubleshooting, the SQL Server uses text files called error logs that records SQL
information. Error logs are located in the log sub directory of the SQL Server installation directory.

Windows Event Viewer

In addition to error logs, the SQL Server records messages in the Event Viewer. You may access
the event viewer through the Start All Programs Administrative Tools menu in the task bar.

Microsoft SQL Server Backup Mechanisms
SQL Server provides a hot backup mechanism that allows databases to remain accessible and
prevents interruptions to applications connected to the SQL Server during a backup.

Full Database Backup

A full database backup is an exact copy of the database except for empty pages.
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Differential Database Backup

A differential database backup copies only the pages modified since the last full backup. This
copy alone does not allow you to restore the database. You must restore the preceding full
backup.

Fuzzy Backup

Full and differential database backups are based upon fuzzy backup technology. Data files are
copied without taking into account the modifications due to applications connected to the server.
Once a backup is finished, the transactions that updated the databases are also backed up to be
re-applied during a restore. This technology minimizes the backup impact on client applications.

Transaction Log Backup

The transaction log backup is a copy of the transaction log files. A copy can be made with or
without truncating the logs.

The purging of transaction logs is also called the truncation of transaction logs. The advantage of
transaction log backup is to reduce disruptions on the SQL server activity.

When backing up without truncating the logs, the SQL Server does not access the database. This
reduces disruptions to the SQL Server’s activities. Moreover, if the database needs to be
restored, the last transactions will still be stored in the logs.

Thus we recommend storing data files and transaction logs on different disks. Moreover, certain
SQL Server versions can only use the truncation option if the primary data file is still accessible
after a database loss.

Ideally, the primary file group containing the primary data file should be isolated from the
secondary file groups containing secondary users data files. They should be kept on separate
disks. The following figure shows a storage architecture that minimizes loss of non-backed up
transactions.
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A transaction log backup does not allow you to restore a database. You must restore a full
backup, possibly a differential backup and then apply a series of transaction log backups.

Recovery Model

Recovery models are strategies for backing up and restoring your databases. The operations you
are performing determine which model or models are appropriate. There are three types of
recovery models.
• Simple: The database truncates the transaction logs each time it reaches a checkpoint.

Therefore you cannot back up transaction logs. You can only perform full and differential
backups. The database can be recovered such as it was at the time of the last backup.

• Bulk-Logged: Transaction logs are backed up in blocks. You can perform differential
backups and transaction logs backups. This recovery model is more effective than the
simple recovery plan, as far as restores are concerned. It also provides minimal space
usage compared to the full recovery model. The database can be recovered up to the last
block of backed up logs. Point-in-time recovery is not supported.

• Full: All the transaction are kept in the logs and can be backed up. This recovery model
allows the database to be recovered to the point of failure, since ongoing transactions are
cancelled.

You can switch a database from one recovery model to another in order to meet changing
business needs.

FILESTREAM Storage
Note: The FILESTREAM feature concerns version 2008 and higher of SQL Server.

The FILESTREAM feature allows structured data to be stored in the database and associated
unstructured data (i.e., BLOB or Binary Large Objects such as images, audio and other
multimedia objects) to be stored directly in the NTFS file system. You can then access the BLOB
data through the high-performanceWin32® streaming APIs, rather than having to pay the
performance penalty of accessing BLOB data through SQL Server.

FILESTREAMmaintains transactional consistency between the structured and unstructured data
at all times, even allowing point-in-time recovery of FILESTREAM data using log backups.
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Consistency is maintained automatically by SQL Server and does not require any custom logic in
the application. The FILESTREAMmechanism does this by maintaining the equivalent of a
database transaction log, which has many of the same management requirements. The
combination of the database’s transaction log along with the FILESTREAM transaction log allows
the FILESTREAM and structured data to be transactionally recovered correctly.

FILESTREAM data is stored in the file system, in a set of NTFS directories called data
containers, which correspond to special filegroups in the database. Transactional access to the
FILESTREAM data is controlled by SQL Server and a file system filter driver.

Thus, the FILESTREAM feature needs to be enabled and configured on two levels:
• At Windows level: you need to install a file system filter driver. Only a Windows

administrator has privileges to perform this action. For more information, see To enable the
FILESTREAM feature at Windows Level.

Note: The FILESTREAM feature is not enabled by default at Windows level during the
installation of SQL Server.

• At SQL Server level: you need to create and configure a database which will store
FILESTREAM data, and only then you will be able to define the tables that will include
FILESTREAM columns.

To enable the FILESTREAM feature at Windows Level

1. Run the SQL Server Configuration Manager
Select Start Programs Microsoft SQL Server Configuration Tools SQL Server
Configuration Manager.

2. In the navigation tree on the left, click SQL Server Services.
3. Right-click the SQL server instance you want to modify and click Properties. The Properties

window opens.
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4. In the FILESTREAM tab, select the Enable FILESTREAM for Transact-SQL access box.
5. If you want to read and write FILESTREAM data fromWindows, click Enable FILESTREAM

for file I/O streaming access, then enter the name of the Windows share in the Windows
share name field.

6. If remote clients must access the FILESTREAM data that is stored on this share, select
Allow remote clients to have streaming access to FILESTREAM data.

7. Click Apply to confirm your settings.

Note: This procedure must be repeated for each SQL server instance you want to configure
with the the FILESTREAM feature.

For more information on the FILESTREAM feature and its whole configuration, click here.

Microsoft SQL Server and VSS Mode
Tina for SQL Server module allows SQL Server databases to be backed up and restored using
the Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy feature (VSS).

Tina for SQL Server supports the VSS technology only for full backups.

For more information on the Volume Shadow Copy feature, see Tina and VSS.

Tina for SQL Server Architecture
These topics describe Tina for SQL Server architecture:
• Connection between Microsoft SQL Server and Tina
• Representation of the SQL Server in Restore & Archive Manager
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• Viewing Database Properties in Restore & Archive Manager
• Full Backups with Tina for SQL Server
• Incremental Backups with Tina for SQL Server

Connection between Microsoft SQL Server and Tina
Each server to be backed up with Tina must be equipped with a Tina for SQL Server client
module.

The SQL Server and the Tina client communicate through T-SQL requests. Data is processed by
VDI (Virtual Device Interface) COM components. The following figure represents a typical view of
the architecture.

Representation of the SQL Server in Restore & Archive
Manager
Meta-tree Objects

The Tina application meta-tree is composed of objects similar to the one found in a POSIX file
system.
• Meta-files

The objects containing files to be backed up are represented as meta-files. Meta-files’
attributes are recorded in the Tina catalog and on the backup media. Meta-files’ data is only
recorded on the backup media.

• Meta-links
Ameta-link is an object that only contains attributes for restore options. It has no data to
back up. These attributes are recorded in the Tina catalog as well as on the backup media.

• Meta-directories
Meta-directories are structural groupings of objects. They can in turn be grouped into meta-
directories. The higher up meta-directory is the meta-root. Its name in Restore & Archive
Manager is the name of the application backup folder. Its symbol in the command line is ’/’.

• Objects Designation
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Each object in the meta-tree has its own meta-path. Similarly to a POSIX system, an object
meta-path is comprised of each ascending meta-directories names followed by the object
name. Each element is separated by a ’/’.
Example: the meta-file representing themaster database could have the following meta-
path: /aeromit/databases/master/database.
This meta-path can be used in the Command Line Interface (i.e. with the tina_restore
command).

• Objects Status
Meta-objects have a color indicator called a diode to indicate their status. The diode can be
either:
– Gray: unknown status
– Green: accessible status
– Orange: transitional status
– Red: unavailable status

Microsoft SQL Server Meta-Tree

The following screen represents the SQL Server as it displays in the metatree of Restore &
Archive Manager in Tina for SQL Server.

The contents of a typical SQL Server application is as follows:

Root Meta-directory (/)

This meta-directory is the entry point to the meta-tree. It is displayed as soon as Restore &
Archive Manager is initialized before connecting to the SQL Server.

Information Meta-directory

This meta-directory contains the Tina for SQL Server environment variables.

SQL Instance Meta-directory
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This meta-directory has the same name as the SQL Server instance. It displays as soon as Tina
is connected to the SQL Server.
• config Meta-directory

This meta-directory contains a series of links whose attributes are the configuration settings
needed to identically rebuild the master.mdf data file (master database primary data file).

• databases Meta-directory
This meta-directory has a fixed name and contains all the meta-directories related to the
SQL Server databases.
– database Meta-directories

These meta-directories are named after the database they are related to. They contain
the database meta-file, the incremental backups meta-directory and the synchronizer
meta-file. There is no incremental backup meta-directory nor any synchronizer meta-
file for the master database which only supports full backups. After a backup, the
master database meta-directory contains meta-links describing the restore options.

– database Meta-File
The database meta-file has a fixed name. It represents the database bearing the same
name as its parent meta-directory.

– datafiles Meta-directory
This meta-directory contains the meta-links representing the physical datafiles of the
database.

– full-text Meta-directory
This is displayed only if the option of search full-text search is activated. This meta-
directory contains the meta-links representing the full-text catalogs.

– incremental Meta-directory
It contains the meta-objects generated during incremental backups, namely the
transaction logs meta-files and the differential backups meta-files.

– synchronizer Meta-file
This is a meta-file that contains no data and is used to facilitate Tina. At each backup,
Tina backs up a version of the file, assigning it the backup level and type as attributes.
The versions show the possible entry point for restoring the database to which this
synchronizer meta-file is attached.

Viewing Database Properties in Restore & Archive Manager
Checking Databases Statuses

You may check the SQL Server database status in Restore & Archive Manager through the diode
next to the database meta-file.

If the database meta-file status diode is:
• Red: there is a potential problem with the database. The database may be off-line, stopped

or it cannot be reloaded. A restore process can be also in order. The database may also be
stopped voluntarily between connection with the AutoClose configuration setting (same
window as in To select a database recovery model).
You should verify the database status and its configuration options with SQL Server
Management Studio.
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• Orange: the database may be in transition mode, a restore or a synchronization process
may be in progress. You may also have this status if the database is in single user or owner
only access.
You should verify the database status and its configuration options with SQL Server
Management Studio.

Viewing Attributes

You may view the attributes of a database by selecting it in Restore & Archive Manager meta-tree
and then choosing the Tree Selected Object Contents menu.

The attributes displayed are:
• The database size: the size, in bytes, is estimated by adding the size of all data files and

transaction logs.
• The access date: it is the current date or the backup date.
• The backup levels: the three backup levels are the 4-digit full backup, the 2-digit differential

backup and the 10-digit transaction logs backup.
• The object backup type: the object backup type is represented by a letter. For the database

meta-file, the backup type is "f" for full backup.
• The meta-object name.

Full Backups with Tina for SQL Server
For each full backup, a new version of the meta-file containing a copy of the database is created
in the meta-tree of Restore & Archive Manager. The full backup level of the meta-file attributes is
incremented until it reaches 9999 at which point it resets to 0.

During a full backup:
1. tina_backup creates the tina_sqlcmd procedure that executes the ‘backup database’ T-

SQL request through the virtual device interface (VDI).
2. tina_backup reads the data sent through the VDI and created by the SQL Server, and

then dispatches it to the backup media.
3. If the SQL Server detects an error while backing up, tina_sqlcmd returns an error through

a named control channel to tina_backup. The administrator receives a minor alarm. The
backup version is deemed fuzzy and receives a question mark in its attributes.
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Tina names the backup using a ’tina’ heading, backup levels and type. It provides the catalog
name and the application backup folder name. Those items are then forwarded to the
msdb..backupset to maintain the backup’s history.

Tina automatically performs a full backup if:
• The last full backup is unusable
• The ‘backup log’ T-SQL request fails
• A transaction log truncation is detected
• A transaction log backup, necessary to rebuild the database in its backup state, is not

available on the disk
• The last backup was performed by a process other than Tina, unless this process used the

SQL Server copy_onlymode

Incremental Backups with Tina for SQL Server
Behavior

Tina alternately performs two types of incremental backup:
– The transaction log backup
– The differential backup

A differential backup backs up only the data that has changed since the last full backup. This full
backup becomes known as the base for the differential backup. A single full backup can serve as
the base for several differential backups.

By default when launching incremental backups, Tina performs only transaction log backups.

Differential backups can be performed if you set a threshold of maximum transaction log backups
with the TINA_SQL_DIFF_LEVEL environment variable. Once this threshold is reached, a
differential backup is performed.
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For example, if TINA_SQL_DIFF_LEVEL is set to 3, every fourth backup will be a differential
backup.
• After a full backup, this cycle is interrupted and Tina again performs three transaction log

backups before performing a differential backup.
• If TINA_SQL_DIFF_LEVEL is not defined, Tina only performs transaction log backups.
• If TINA_SQL_DIFF_LEVEL is set to 0, every backup is differential.

Tina uses themsdb..backupset table to manage the differential backup triggering threshold.

Note: If you are using the Simple Recovery Model, Tina executes only differential backups.

Note: Themaster database only supports full backups, therefore Tina actually performs full
backups during incremental backups.

Transaction Log Backups

For each new transaction log backup, a new meta-file is created in the Incremental meta-
directory of the Restore & Archive Manager meta-tree. The name of the transaction log backup
file is structured as follows:

tina.0029.01.0000000051.l

Where:
• 0029 indicates the full backup level
• 01 indicates the differential backup level
• 0000000051 indicates the transaction log backup level
• .l indicates the type of backup, "l" meaning "log"

For each new transaction log backup, the transaction log backup level is incremented. It is never
reset.

During a transaction log backup:
1. tina_backup executes the ‘backup log’ T-SQL request in a hard disk file having the same

name as the meta-file in the Restore & Archive Manager meta-tree.
2. The destination directory is defined by the TINA_SQL_LOG_DEST environment variable

followed by the database name subdirectory.
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3. The backup file is then copied onto the backup media.

Tina records the transaction log backup name as well as the catalog name and the application
backup folder name in themsdb..backupset table. This table is used to verify that all transaction
log backups are available on the disk.

Truncating Logs

The TINA_SQL_LOG_TRUNC environment variable defines whether or not to truncate the logs
while backing them up. Truncating them frees some space and thus improves the SQL Server
performances.

This variable must be set to yes (default value) in normal operating mode. If the variable is set to
no, you are able to back up the logs without accessing the database units. This makes it possible
to back up and restore transactions carried out since the last backup, even if the data files are
corrupted or lost.

Note: When setting the TINA_SQL_LOG_TRUNC variable to no, you cannot perform
differential backups.

Note: When setting the TINA_SQL_LOG_TRUNC variable to no, incremental backups are
performed alternately as full and incremental backups. This means that a first incremental
backup will be actually a full backup, the following incremental will be an actual incremental
backup and the following incremental will be another full backup, and so on. This is due to
SQL Server internal functioning.

Removing Transaction Log Backups from the Disk

Tina automatically removes obsolete transaction log backups present on the disk when
performing a backup. The TINA_SQL_LOG_RET environment variable lets you set the on-disk
backups retention period. It indicates what logs must be removed from the disk depending on the
number of full backups.
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For instance, if TINA_SQL_LOG_RET is set to 2, all transaction logs preceding the last two full
backups are removed from disk, as shown on the diagram below:

If a full backup is performed every week and TINA_SQL_LOG_RET is set to 4, Tina will keep four
weeks worth of logs backup.

Keeping the transaction log backups on a disk for a long time provides more safety in the event of
an accidental media recycling. However, it uses up extra disk space.

Differential Backups

For each differential backup, a new meta-file is created in the incremental meta-directory of the
Restore & Archive Manager meta-tree. The name of the transaction log backup file is structured
as follows:

tina.0029.01.0000000050.d

Where:
• 0029 indicates the full backup level
• 01 indicates the differential backup level
• 0000000051 indicates the transaction log level
• .d indicates the type of backup, "d" meaning "differential"

For each differential backup, the differential backup level is incremented. Subsequent full
backups will reset this level. In addition, when the differential level reaches 99, a full backup is
automatically performed and resets to 0.

The backup mechanism is the same as a full backup, using the VDI (Virtual Backup Device
Interface).

Note: Since the meta-file object for the differential backup only exists on the backup date,
you must activate a Time Navigation period in Restore & Archive Manager to view it.

Note: If you scheduled a differential backup and Tina detects that an external process
performed a backup since the last full backup, then Tina performs a full backup instead of a
differential one. To avoid this, ensure that the external process uses the SQL Server copy_
onlymode.
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Tina and VSS
In addition to the standard backup mode using VDI (Virtual Backup Device Interface), Tina for
SQL Server module allows SQL Server databases to be backed up and restored using the
Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy feature (VSS).

Description

The Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) is a Windows framework that allows volume
backups to be performed while applications on a system continue to write on these volumes.

A Volume Shadow Copy is a read-only point-in-time replica of an SQL Server database.

VSS Mode Activation in the Tina for SQL Server Agent

When the TINA_SQL_VSS environment variable is set to on, the VSS mode is enabled. Tina no
longer backs up the actual database, but the replica. Shadow copy backups ensure that:
• Consistent snapshot of the data can be created at any point in time.
• Backup is performed while minimizing interruptions to production environment.

Important: Tina for SQL Server supports the VSS technology ONLY for full backups.

VSS Architecture

The Volume Shadow Copy Service coordinates three components:
• Tina for SQL Server is the Requestor that schedules and initiates backups, stores data on

the backup media, and manages the restore operations if needed.
• SQL Server contains the SQLWriter (registered VSSWriter, provided by SQL Server) that

performs the necessary operations on the databases being copied.
• The software-based or hardware-based component is the Provider that makes the shadow

copies of SQL Server databases. For instance, a default preinstalled provider is part of
Windows 2003 systems.

Backup Principles

The underlying operations are illustrated by the following diagram:
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The VSS mode has the following advantages:
• It makes it possible to perform volume backup while continuing writing to the volume with

minimal interruptions.
• In case of hardware-based provider, it makes it possible to perform snapshot backups from

mirrored images, allowing live database to continue its operations unhindered during
backup.

Note: Atempo recommends customers who use hardware VSS provider to switch to VSS
technology to back up SQL Server databases.
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CHAPTER2- Installation
These topics describe how to install Tina for SQL Server:
• Prerequisites
• Installation
• Configuration

Prerequisites

Supported Operating Systems and Versions for Tina
For information on supported platforms and versions, refer to the Tina Compatibility Guide.

Supported Operating Systems and Versions for Microsoft VSS
• Windows 2003 and higher
• SQL Server 2005 and higher

For information on supported platforms and versions, refer to the Tina Compatibility Guide.

Installation

Tina for SQL Server
You must install a Tina Agent on the machine hosting the SQL Server to back up if you have not
already done so.

For more information on installation, see the Tina Installation Documentation.

Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS)
The following two components are prerequisites to using VSS backup with Tina for SQL Server:
• Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS).
• SQLWriter: Only SQL writer is supported.

For information on supported platforms and versions, refer to the Tina Compatibility Guide.

Configuration
These topics describe how to configure Tina for SQL Server and Microsoft SQL Server:
• Tina Configuration
• Microsoft SQL Server Configuration
• Connection to Restore & Archive Manager
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Tina Configuration
In the Web Administration, you need to create an SQL Server application for each instance to
back up and restore.

To create an SQL Server Application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click New Application to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define the SQL Server Application Parameters.

SQL Server
Application
Parameters

Description

Host Selection Select the host where the SQL Server is installed.

General Information

Application
Name

Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the name
given to the application backup folder. It can be edited at a later date if
needed without losing backups.

Each application must be given a different name.

Application
Type

Select the SQL Server application.

Comment Optional: Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information

Owner Enter the name of the Windows user who carries out the backups. This user
is the only one who is able to connect to the SQL Server through the Restore
& Archive Manager.

This user should be created by the Tina administrator.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the owner password and confirm it.
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SQL Server
Application
Parameters

Description

Access User Enter the name of the access user used by Tina to identify to the SQL Server.
Tina queries the master database to know the structure of the server. It also
consults the msdb database that keeps the backup list up-to-date, and can
recreate some databases.

If you want to use the Windows authentication, enter the word "trusted".

If you use the Windows authentication, it is not necessary to fill in the other
fields since the Access password is not taken into account.

If you set the Access user to "trusted" then the user running the backup or
the restore must be a member of the "sysadmin" fixed server role on the SQL
Server. See To assign a role to an SQL Server Login.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the access user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables

Path to the
MSSQL Server
Dynamic
Library

Enter the Tina for SQL Server Documentation dynamic library to use. The
default value is libtina_sql.dll.

Transaction
Log Files
Directory

Enter the directory which contains transaction log files during backups (i.e.,
TINA_SQL_LOG_DEST=d:\tina\Sql).

If you do not set this variable, you cannot perform restores.
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SQL Server
Application
Parameters

Description

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1. Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2. Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays in the
Details tab.

3. Click Apply and Close.

4. Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of defined
optional variables is specified in the list (ex: Optional (3/13)).

If you do not remember which value you can enter, point your mouse on the
variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the variable.
To edit an optional variable:

1. Click the variable value in the list.

2. Enter the new variable value.

To remove an optional variable:

• Select the variable in the list and click Remove.
For a detailed list of all the environment variables available for the SQL
Server application, see Tina for SQL Server Environment Variables.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

A user defined variable is a variable that does not display in the existing
variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

1. Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An empty
field displays in the list of user defined variables.

2. Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.

3. Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Check the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

6. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or
If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the application you have just created in the list and click Enable Application to enable
the application.
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Microsoft SQL Server Configuration
Tina queries the master database to discover the server structure. It also consults the msdb
database that keeps the backup list up to date, and may have to recreate databases.

Roles

The Access user specified when you created the SQL Server application, must be a member of
the “sysadmin” fixed server role on the SQL Server.

To assign a role to an SQL Server Login

1. Open the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
Select Start Programs Microsoft SQL Server SQL Server Management Studio.

2. Connect to the SQL Server in the Object Explorer on the left pane and expand the Security
folder.

3. Expand the Logins folder. The Logins list displays.
4. Right click the login to configure and select Properties.
5. Click Server Roles in the Select a Page area. The Server roles list displays.
6. Select the box next to the sysadmin role and click OK.

Recovery Model

Transaction logs cannot be truncated after each checkpoint if you want to back them up. To back
them up you must select either Full or Bulk-Logged in the Recovery Model.
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Refer to Recovery Model for more information about recovery strategies.

To select a database recovery model

1. Open the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
Select Start Programs Microsoft SQL Server SQL Server Management Studio.

2. Connect to the SQL Server in the Object Explorer on the left pane and expand the Database
folder.

3. Right click the database to configure and click Properties.
4. Click Options in the Select a page area.
5. In the Recovery Model list, select the recovery model you want to use.

6. Click OK.

Connection to Restore & Archive Manager
Once you created the SQL Server application and configured the SQL Server, you should test
the SQL connection and parameters by launching Restore & Archive Manager.

To test the Tina/SQL Server connection

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager on the newly created application. The authentication
window opens.

2. Enter the SQL Server owner user name and password and click OK. The Restore & Archive
Manager meta-tree displays.
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3. Double click the root directory, Tina tries to connect to the SQL Server.
If the connection details are correct, the child directory displays with the SQL Server name.
If an error occurs, the root directory remains open but an error icon and a message display.
See the Tina Events (Current Activity Events menu in the Web Administration) and go
back to the beginning of the topic to reconfigure the connection parameters. If you cannot
solve the problem, please contact Atempo Technical Support.

4. Double click the SQL Server directory. Tina controls its access user role. If the access user
has sufficient rights, the SQL Server children directories display. If not, an error icon and a
message display.

5. Browse through the SQL Server directories to check the database configuration. See
Representation of the SQL Server in Restore & Archive Manager for a description of the
directories.
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CHAPTER3-Backup
These topics describe how to back up SQL Server databases as well as the SQL Server
configuration:
• Configuring Backups
• Backing up SQL Server Databases
• Backing up the SQL Server Configuration

Configuring Backups
Prerequisites

After installing and configuring Tina for SQL Server and the SQL Server, ensure that the
Windows service SQL Server (instance_name) is started since Tina will be performing hot
backups.

Difference between System Meta-Objects and User Meta-Objects

The systemmeta-objects are all the objects used by the SQL Server for its internal functions.
They consist of the master and model databases, i.e. the configuration of the SQL Server. Those
objects are small and seldommodified. The master database does not support incremental
backups. However any modification is of the utmost importance and must be backed up instantly.

The user meta-objects are all the other databases. They can be quite big and are often modified.
You have to optimize their backup to limit the impact on the performances of the applications
connected to the server.

The following table is a typical backup plan for user’s databases.

Backup Type Frequency

Full Weekly

Differential Daily

Transaction Log Every two hours

SQL 2012 Instances in AlwaysOn Availability Mode

If your SQL 2012 instance is in AlwaysOn availability mode, you should set the backup
preference to “Only on the primary replica” for this instance. This is necessary because the
backup of the secondary replica is not supported by the agent Tina for SQL Server.

Configuration

Configure Tina as follows so that the SQL Server databases are automatically backed up.
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To configure the SQL Server Application for automatic Backups

1. In the main application toolbar of the Web Administration, click the Wizard button and select
BackupWizard.

Note: You can also click Launch BackupWizard from the Application list.

2. Follow the on-screen instructions that take you through the backup configuration process.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details concerning the use of the backup wizard
and the configuration of backups.

Backup Selections

It is essential that each element of the meta-tree should be backed up at least once. Thus, a
backup selection is set by default on the root meta-directory of the application (that is, /). This
default backup selection has the following settings:
• It is associated with all the backup strategies
• It is not filtered
• It contains no time phase exclusion
• It does not compress nor encode data

Important: Tina for SQL Server does not support the backup of databases whose name
contains any of the following special characters: \/:*?"<>. Ensure that your databases’ name
has none of these.

Important: If you set a backup selection on a primary replica, then in case of failover (the
primary replica becomes a secondary replica), the node will disappear from the meta-tree. If
you run a backup with this backup selection, it will fail. Atempo recommends to keep the
backup selection on the root meta-directory of the application (/).

If you need to modify this default backup selection or create new backup selections, refer to the
Tina Administration Documentation.

Parallel Backups

Tina parallel backup is a functionality that increases system performance by allowing you to split
backup jobs into several processes that run simultaneously.

Parallelization is enabled at backup selection level. During a backup, each time Tina encounters
a backup selection declared as parallelized, it spawns a different backup process. The maximum
number of simultaneous streams is defined in the strategy (Parallelism Index). You can run as
many simultaneous streams as there are available drives.

To configure parallel backups:

1. Set backup selections on the databases that you want to parallelize, and select the
Parallelize backups if possible box in the Options tab.

Important: Parallelization is only available for databases. Do not set parallelized
backup selections on another type of meta-object.

2. In the backup strategy, enter a Parallelism Index equal to the number of drives in the
Advanced area. The parallel index must be greater than 1.
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For more information on backup selections and strategies, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

Backup Strategies

It is recommended to use only one backup strategy to back up the same SQL Server database. If
several strategies overlap, it may cause transaction log conflicts during a restore.

Backing up SQL Server Databases
Backup Selection

To back up a database, you must define a backup selection on a meta-directory directly or
indirectly containing the meta-file associated with the database.

Important: Tina for SQL Server does not support the backup of databases whose name
contains any of the following special characters: \/:*?"<>. Ensure that your database name
has none of these.

Performing Backups

Performing full, incremental and differential backups does not require stopping the SQL Server.

In addition to scheduling your backups with the BackupWizard, you can also manually initiate a
backup at any time.

To manually initiate a Backup

1. In the Web Administration, select Platforms Applications. The Applications pane opens.
2. Select the application for which you want to run a backup manually and click Launch

Backup.
3. Select the type of backup: Launch Full Backup or Launch Incremental Backup.
4. Click Yes to validate the operation.

The backup starts if no other sessions of the selected strategies are in progress and if the
agents associated with the strategies are enabled.

For more information on full, incremental and differential backups, refer to Tina for SQL Server
Architecture.

Best Practices
• If you keep a backup selection for the systemmeta-objects, you can then back up them on

demand using the tina_archive command. This leaves you with three strategies for
taking care of the user’s databases.

• Spreading out the user’s databases backups on different medias, thus on different
strategies, lets you create a kind of parallel backups. It also avoids sharing the storage
media between different applications.
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Backing up the SQL Server Configuration
Backup Selection

To back up the SQL Server configuration parameters, you must set a backup selection on either:
• The config meta-directory

Or
• One of its parent meta-directories

For each backup, Tina searches the parameters necessary to rebuild the master.mdf data file
(master database primary data file). In full backup mode, a new version is systematically created.
In incremental backup mode, a new version is created only if changes are detected since the
previous version.

Performing Backups

Performing full, incremental and differential backups does not require stopping the SQL Server.

In addition to scheduling your backups with the BackupWizard, you can also manually initiate a
backup at any time.

To manually initiate a Backup

1. In the Web Administration, select Platforms Applications. The Applications pane opens.
2. Select the application for which you want to run a backup manually and click Launch

Backup.
3. Select the type of backup: Launch Full Backup or Launch Incremental Backup.
4. Click Yes to validate the operation.

The backup starts if no other sessions of the selected strategies are in progress and if the
agents associated with the strategies are enabled.

For more information on full, incremental and differential backups, refer to Tina for SQL Server
Architecture.

Best Practices
• If you keep a backup selection for the systemmeta-objects, you can then back them up on

demand using the tina_archive command. This leaves you with three strategies for
taking care of the user’s databases.

• Spreading out the user’s databases backups on different medias, thus on different
strategies, lets you create a kind of parallel backups. It also avoids sharing the storage
media between different applications.
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CHAPTER4-Restore
Tina for SQL Server allows you to perform different restore scenarios depending on the items you
want to restore and how you want to restore them.

These restore scenarios can be performed from standard VDI backups and from VSS backups.

The following restore scenarios are available:
• Scenario 1: Restoring the master Database
• Scenario 2: Restoring a User Database
• Scenario 3: Restoring a Database through a Point in Time Recovery
• Scenario 4: Restoring a Database at Datafile Crash Time
• Scenario 5: Restoring a Database to a different Directory
• Scenario 6: Restoring a Database to another SQL Server or Datafiles in a single Directory
• Scenario 7: Restoring a Database to another SQL Server with Redirection of Data Files to

multiple Directories
• Scenario 8: Restoring a Database in Standby Mode

Prerequisites
Database Status before Restores
Before any restore of a database, ensure that it is offline in Microsoft SQL Server. For more
information, refer to the Microsoft SQL Server documentation.

Hardware Resources
Performing a restore uses the same resources as a backup (media pools, drives, library...).
Therefore to optimize the restore process, you need to stop all your backup processes of your
SQL Server before a restore.

User Access Rights
The user performing the restore must be the same user that opens the Windows session on the
SQL Server.

SQL Server Restore Test
You can run several restore tests to ensure that a real restore operation will be successful, should
an incident occurs.

Running the SQL Server verification feature allows you to confirm that, no matter which restore
scenario you choose, the backup set is complete and that all volumes would be readable at SQL
Server level after a restore.

In a restore test, no data is actually restored.
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To perform a SQL Restore Test

1. Launch Restore & Archive Manager on the application you want to restore.
2. In the application file tree, right click the TINA_SQL_VERIFY_ONLY environment variable in

the Information node and select Properties.
3. In the Value field of the Edit Environment Variable windows, enter yes.
4. Click OK to validate your choice.
5. Select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to

restore.
6. Select the Synchronizer object.
7. Select Tree Selected Objects  Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window is displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
8. Select a backup in the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental backup.
9. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
10. Select the box of the items you want to restore depending on the restore scenario you need

and select Restore Run. The Restore window opens.
11. Configure the restore parameters and click OK.

If the backup is valid, the message The backup set is valid is returned by the database engine.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.

Best Practice
• Ensure that the TINA_SQL_VERIFY_ONLY variable is set to no whenever you need to

perform a real restore.

Scenario 1: Restoring the master Database
If your SQL Server does not start and if the error log does not contain the Recovery complete
message, then the master database is corrupted. You must restore it.

The master database is the core of the SQL Server. Restoring it involves four steps:

Step 1: Rebuilding the master database

Note: If you have a backup copy of themaster.mdf file performed while the SQL Server was
stopped, you can substitute it for the corrupted one. Skip this step and proceed with
redefining the Tina access user connection.

To rebuild the master database with SQL Server Version 2008 and 2012

1. Select the Start Run menu to launch a command prompt window.
2. Go to the following directory: C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\100\Setup

Bootstrap\Release.

Note: Check the path where you installed SQL Server before launching this command.

3. Launch the command:
setup.exe /ACTION=REBUILDDATABASE /QUIET /INSTANCENAME=<instance name>
/SQLSYSADMINACCOUNTS=<accounts>
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where:
– <instance name> is either the name of your named instance or MSSQLSERVER for the

default instance.
– <accounts> are Windows groups or individual accounts to provision as sysadmin.

Note: If you configured SQL Server in Mixed Authentication Mode, use the same
syntax and provide the /SAPWD parameter to specify the SA user password.

Note: If you want to rebuild the master database with a different collation, define the
new collation with the /SQLCOLLATION parameter. If you do not define this parameter,
the collation selected during SQL Server setup will be used by default.

4. Check in the Summary.txt log file that the operation was successful.

See the SQL Server documentation for additional details to perform this task. Use the
information displayed in the config meta-directory in Restore & Archive Manager to set the
database parameters.

To rebuild the master database with SQL Server Version 2005

1. Insert the SQL Server 2005 installation media into the disk drive.

2. In command line, enter the syntax below according to your configuration:

C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Binn>D:\SQLD\servers\setup.exe
/q INSTANCENAME=SQL2005CTP16 REINSTALL=SQL_Engine REBUILDDATABASE=1
SAPWD=mssql SQLCOLLATION=Latin1_General_CS_AS
In this example:
– D: is the optical drive running the SQL Server 2005 installation media.
– SQL2005CTP16 is the name of the instance. You must replace it with the name of your

instance. For the default instance, use MSSQLSERVER.
– The password of the sa user is mssql. You must replace it with the actual password of

your sa user.
– The collation is Latin1_General_CS_AS. You must replace it with the collation your

SQL Server was using before the disaster, when the master database was last backed
up.

See the SQL Server 2005 documentation for additional details to perform this task. Use the
information displayed in the config meta-directory in Restore & Archive Manager to set the
database parameters.

Step 2: Redefining the Tina Access User Login

1. Launch SQL Server Management Studio.

2. Go to Security Folder and set the Login properties.

For more information on the login settings, refer to To assign a role to an SQL Server Login.

Step 3: Reloading Data in the Master Database

At this point, Tina can reconnect to the SQL Server. To reload data, you need first to start the
SQL Server in Single User mode.
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To reload data

1. In command line, stop the SQL Server with the following command:
net stop MSSQL$ instance_name

2. In command line, navigate to the $SQLSERVER_HOME\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Binn folder and
launch the following command to start the server in single user mode:
sqlservr.exe -s instance_name -m
– The -s instance_name option is required only if the SQL server is a named instance.

By default, instance -s is not necessary.
– The -m option starts the SQL Server in single user mode.

3. Launch Restore & Archive Manager on the application you want to restore.
4. Select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to

restore.
5. In the databases meta-directory, select the master database meta-file and select Tree

Selected Object Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time window is displayed.
It contains the list of full backups.

Note: Since the master database only supports full backups, you will therefore see only
full backups in the list.

6. Select the version you want to restore and click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
7. Select the Restore Run menu. The Restore window opens.
8. Configure the restore parameters and click OK. The message Restore complete is

displayed when the operation is completed.

Note: Once the master database is restored, the SQL Server will automatically close the
single user session. Thus you cannot restore several databases in the same session.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.

Step 4: Verifying the Status of Databases and Logins

1. Restart the SQL Server service with the SQL Server Management Studio to verify that the
databases definition and the logins were properly restored.
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Best Practices
• When you rebuilt the master.mdf file, you reinitialized themsdb andmodel databases. If

these databases had been modified to fit your need, for instance if you added or changed a
model, you must restore themsdb andmodel databases. To do so, use the same
procedure as the user databases restore. See Scenario 2: Restoring a User Database.

• Once the master database is restored, the user databases are seen by SQL Server but
since the datafiles may not be available, they display as shutdown in Restore & Archive
Manager and must be restored. See Scenario 2: Restoring a User Database.

Scenario 2: Restoring a User Database
Restoring a user database restores the content of the database meta-directory with the same
name as the Tina for SQL Server meta-tree database.

These steps are required to restore a user database:

Step 1: Selecting a Restore Point with the Synchronizer

An incremental backup (either differential or transaction log backup) creates new meta-objects
but does not create new versions in the database meta-file. Therefore you cannot synchronize
the meta-tree to an incremental backup using the database meta-file.

You have to use the synchronizer meta-file instead. It is an empty file that Tina views as having
been modified and for which it creates new versions at each backup. Each version contains the
database backup type and levels. The synchronizer allows you to navigate in the past, showing
you all the possible restore points of the database.

To select a Restore Point with the Synchronizer

1. Launch Restore & Archive Manager on the application you want to restore.
2. Select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to

restore.
3. Select the Synchronizer object.
4. Select Tree Selected Objects Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window is displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
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5. Select a backup in the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental backup.
6. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.

Step 2: Selecting the Objects Required for the Restore

The objects described below need to be selected in the file tree in order to perform the restore.

database Meta-File
The first step is to restore the last full backup of the database at the chosen restore point.
Therefore you must select the database meta-file for the restore.

incremental Meta-Objects
You also need to select the incremental objects present at restore point in the incremental meta-
directory.

Note: In order to see the differential backups that you have selected in the Synchronizer,
check the "Show deleted files" box and set the appropriate Time Navigation period. The
backups of meta-objects that do not appear in the tree view representing the present will
therefore be displayed, allowing you to select them for restore..

When selecting incremental objects, keep in mind the following rules:
• Once a full backup has been restored, you can still apply a differential backup of equal full

backup level.
• After restoring a full, differential or transaction log backup, you can apply the transaction

log backup to the level of the previously restored backup, incremented by 1.

Meta-Links
Finally, select the meta-links representing the following restore options:
• Selecting the recoverymeta-link allows Tina to execute the recovery script. Not selecting it

allows you to edit the meta-link before executing it with the SQL Server Management
Studio. The database then remains in loading mode until synchronization takes place. To
do so, use the recover.sql script, or run the RESTORE DATABASE "<database name>"
WITH RECOVERY transaction.

Important: If you want to restore objects which were backed up in VSS mode, use
ONLY the recovery restore option.

• Selecting the restricted_usermeta-link limits the database access to its owner during a
restore. This lets you validate the restore before connecting client applications.

• Selecting the replacemeta-link destroys and rebuilds the database during a restore. Use
this option only if your database is corrupted. Since SQL Server reallocates the datafiles,
the restore will last longer when you select this option.

• Selecting the keep_replication meta-link automatically keeps all the data during a restore.

To select the Objects required for the Restore

1. In the updated file tree, select the box of the database meta-file.
2. In the incremental meta-directory, select the box of all the incremental meta-objects,

including the meta-link indicating their location.
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3. Select the box of the meta-links depending on the restore options you want to use.

Important: If you want to restore objects which were backed up in VSS mode, use
ONLY the recovery restore option.

Step 3: Performing the Restore & Recovery of the Database

Repairing a user database takes place in two final phases: restore and recovery.

Restore
Restoring consists in reading a set of objects from the storage media and writing it back to a disk.
Tina optimizes the object restore order according to media availability rather than chronological
object order.

When restoring, Tina for SQL Server reloads the database using the last full backup. Any objects
created during an incremental backup that took place between the full backup and the restore
point (objects later in time than the full backup) are stored in the %TINA_SQL_LOG_
DEST%\database\ directory which is used during the recovery phase.

Recovery
Recovery consists in applying information back to datafiles to regain a consistent database. Tina
for SQL Server applies the incremental objects (stored during the restore) to the database.
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To perform the User Database Restore

1. Select the Restore Run menu. The Restore window opens.
2. Configure the restore parameters and click OK.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.

If you selected the recovery meta-object
If you selected the recovery meta-object, Tina launches the following T-SQL script file to perform
the recovery:
%TINA_SQL_LOG_DEST%\<database>_recover.sql

Note: If you did not select the recovery meta-object at restore time, you must perform the
recovery manually.

Information found in the recover.sql file

-- file : Recovery file name
-- server sql : SQL Server name
-- database : Database to be restored
-- catalog : Catalog name
-- folder : Backup folder
-- database instance : Backup version date

Sample of a recover.sql file

-- file: E:\DEV\dev\sts\tina\Install\SQLCTP16\customers_recover.sql
-- SQL server: ruppert\SQLCTP16
-- source database: customers
-- destination database: customers
-- catalog: ruppert_sts_ff
-- folder: ruppert.SQLCTP16
-- database instance: Tue Jun 11 10:55:45 2013
-- instance: Tue Jun 11 10:57:13 2013
restore database [customers] from disk =
'E:\DEV\dev\sts\tina\Install\SQLCTP16\customers\tina.0004.01.0000000009.
d' with norecovery
go(1)
-- instance: Tue Jun 11 10:58:05 2013
restore log [customers] from disk =
'E:\DEV\dev\sts\tina\Install\SQLCTP16\customers\tina.0004.01.0000000010.
l' with norecovery
go (2)
-- instance: Tue Jun 11 10:58:34 2013
restore log [customers] from disk =
'E:\DEV\dev\sts\tina\Install\SQLCTP16\customers\tina.0004.01.0000000011.
l' with norecovery
go (3)
restore database [customers] with keep_replication,recovery
go (4)

This script performs the following actions:
• (1) It loads the file tina.0004.01.0000000009.d on the datafile. This file comes from a

differential backup and contains pages of the datafile.
• (2) It applies the transactions contained in the file tina.0004.01.0000000010.l
• (3) It applies the transactions contained in the file tina.0004.01.0000000011.l
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• (4) It synchronizes the database and keeps the replication properties.

Scenario 3: Restoring a Database through a Point in
Time Recovery
In order to restore a database as it was at a specific point in time, i.e. at a time other than a
precise backup time (t1 on the figure below), you need to restore:
• The last full backup preceding the point in time (F)
• The logs containing transactions up to the selected point in time (L1, L2 and L3).

You must then replay the logs up to the selected point in time (L1, L2 and part of L3).

Note: This scenario cannot be used to restore objects backed up in VSS mode.

These steps are required to restore a database through a point in time recovery:

Step 1: Selecting a Restore Point with the Synchronizer

To select a Restore Point with the Synchronizer

1. Launch Restore & Archive Manager on the application you want to restore.

2. Select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to restore.

3. Select the Synchronizer object.

4. Select Tree Selected Objects Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time window is
displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups which are available restore points.
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5. Select the transactional log backup date immediately following the point in time you chose (L3).

6. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.

Step 2: Selecting the Objects Required for the Restore

To select the objects required for the restore

1. In the updated file tree, select the box of the following meta-objects:
– keep_replication
– database
– datafiles
– incremental

Important: Do not select the recovery meta-link. You need to perform a manual
recovery in order for you to choose which logs should be applied to the database.

Step 3: Performing and Configuring the Point in Time Restore

To perform and configure the point in time restore

1. Select the Restore Run menu. The Restore window opens.
2. Configure the restore parameters and click OK. The message Restore complete is

displayed when the operation is completed.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.
3. Edit the file %TINA_SQL_LOG_DEST%\<database>_recover.sql.by adding one of the

following commands:
– STOPAT = date_time

Example: STOPAT='20100414 07:12:56'
– STOPATMARK = 'mark_name'
– STOPBEFOREMARK = 'mark_name'
Adding one of these commands to the recovery script allows you to choose exactly which
logs will be applied.
Example:
'E:\DEV\dev\sts\tina\Install\SQLCTP16\customers\tina.0004.01.0000000011.
l' with norecovery, STOPAT='20100414 07:12:56'
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go
restore database [customers] with keep_replication,recovery
go

4. Run the recovery script. The restore is performed.

Scenario 4: Restoring a Database at Datafile Crash
Time
If a database recovery plan is Full and if the database transaction log is still accessible, you may
still be able to restore the most recent state of the database.

These steps are required to restore a database at datafile crash time:

Step 1: Performing the Backup of the latest Transaction Logs

To perform the Backup of the latest Transaction Logs

1. In the Web Administration, click the SQL Server application and select Application Details.
2. In the Properties tab, expand the Environment Variables area.
3. Set this variable:

– TINA_SQL_LOG_TRUNC=no
4. Perform a Tina incremental backup of the database. This enables to back up the latest

transaction logs, up to crash time.

For more information about environment variables, see Tina for SQL Server Environment
Variables.

Step 2: Selecting the Objects Required for the Restore

To select the Objects Required for the Restore

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the
backed up objects you wish to restore.

2. Select the Synchronizer object.
3. Select Tree Selected Objects Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window is displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
4. Select the incremental backup you performed in .
5. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
6. In the updated file tree, select the box of the database meta-file.
7. In the incremental meta-directory, select the box of all the incremental meta-objects,

including the meta-link indicating their location and the transaction logs backed up in .

For more information on the meta-files and meta-objects to select, refer to of Scenario 2:
Restoring a User Database.

8. If needed, select the box of the meta-links keep_replication, recovery, replace and
restricted_user depending on the restore options you want to use.

Important: If you want to restore objects which were backed up in VSS mode, use
ONLY the recovery restore option.
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For more information on the meta-links, refer to of Scenario 2: Restoring a User Database.

Step 3: Performing the Restore

To perform the Restore

1. Select the Restore Run menu. The Restore window opens.
2. Configure the restore parameters and click OK. The message Restore complete is

displayed when the operation is completed.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.

Best Practice
• Once the restore is over, reset the TINA_SQL_LOG_TRUNC environment variable to yes.

Scenario 5: Restoring a Database to a different
Directory
Tina for SQL Server allows the restore of a database to a directory structure which can be
different from the original one, either on the same server or on another server (cross-restore).

Important: In VSS mode, the restore of a database across two different instances is not
supported by Microsoft SQLWriter.

These steps are required to restore a database to a different directory:

Prerequisites

The following conditions must be met before performing a cross restore of your database:
• Both source and destination platforms must use the same operating system and the same

SQL Server version.
• Tina must be installed on both platforms.
• The user must be allowed to restore objects and perform a cross-restore (in the Web

Administration, select the Cross-restore box of the Backup and Restore area in the
Properties tab of the User Details window).

For more information about User Access rights, refer to the Tina Administration
Documentation.

• Ensure that in SQL Server Management Studio that no connections to the database are
opened before and after the restore.

Step 1: Setting the necessary Environment Variables

To set the necessary Environment Variables in the Web Administration

1. In the Web Administration, right click the SQL Server application and select Application
Details.

2. In the Properties tab, expand the Environment Variables area.
3. Set these variables:
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– TINA_SQL_DB_DEST with the name of the destination database (i.e., TINA_SQL_DB_
DEST=restore_database_name).

Note: Setting this environment variable allows you to avoid the overwriting of the old
database by the one you want to restore.

– TINA_SQL_MOVE_DATA_TO with the path where the datafiles of the database will be
moved at restore.

Note: If you insert the keyword CLAUSE= at the beginning of the value, the database
administrator will be able to edit the move clause of the restore statement.

For more information about environment variables, see Tina for SQL Server Environment
Variables.

Step 2: Selecting the Objects Required for the Restore

To select the Objects Required for the Restore

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the
backed up objects you wish to restore.

2. Select the Synchronizer object.
3. Select Tree Selected Objects Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window is displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
4. Select a backup in the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental backup.
5. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
6. In the file tree, select the box of the database meta-file.
7. In the incremental meta-directory, select the box of all the incremental meta-objects,

including the meta-link indicating their location.
8. Select the box of the meta-links depending on the restore options you want to use.

Important: If you want to restore objects which were backed up in VSS mode, use
ONLY the recovery restore option.

For more information on the meta-files and meta-objects to select, refer to of Scenario 2:
Restoring a User Database.

9. Select the box of the datafiles meta-directory.

Step 3: Performing the Restore

To perform the Restore

1. Select Restore Run. The Restore window opens.
2. Select the restore parameters and click OK. The message Restore complete is displayed

when the operation is completed.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.
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Scenario 6: Restoring a Database to another SQL
Server or Datafiles in a single Directory
This procedure performs a cross-restore of a database without redirecting the datafiles of the
database. In this case, the directory structure will be identical on the source and destination
servers.

Alternatively, the procedure can be used to move all the datafiles of the restored database into a
single directory.

Important: In VSS mode, the restore of a database across two different instances is not
supported by Microsoft SQLWriter.

These steps are required to restore a database to another SQL server or datafiles in a single
directory:

Prerequisites

The following conditions must be met before performing a cross restore of your database:
• Both source and destination platforms must use the same operating system and the same

SQL Server version.
• Tina must be installed on both platforms.
• The user must be allowed to restore objects and perform a cross-restore (in the Web

Administration, select the Cross-restore box of the Backup and Restore area in the
Properties tab of the User Details window).

For more information about User Access rights, refer to the Tina Administration
Documentation.

• Ensure that in SQL Server Management Studio that no connections to the database are
opened before and after the restore.

Step 1: Setting up the required SQL Server Applications

To set up the required SQL Server Applications

1. In the Web Administration, create a second SQL Server application associated with the
destination platform hosting the second SQL Server.

For more information on how to create a SQL Server application, refer to To create an SQL
Server Application.

2. Right click this application and select Application Details.
3. In the Properties tab, expand the Environment Variables area.
4. Set these variables:

– TINA_SQL_MOVE_DATA_TO with a path where the datafiles of the database will be
moved at restore.

– If needed, set the TINA_SQL_DB_DEST variable with the name of the destination
database (i.e., TINA_SQL_DB_DEST=restore_database_name).

Note: Setting this variable allows you to give another name for the database to recover.
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For more information about environment variables, see Tina for SQL Server Environment
Variables.

Step 2: Selecting the Objects Required for the Restore

To select the Objects Required for the Restore

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Backup Application Folder and select the
application used to back up the database you want to restore. The associated meta-tree is
displayed.

Note: If you cannot access the Backup Application Folder menu of Restore &
Archive Manager, ensure that you set the User Access rights.

2. Select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to
restore.

3. Select the Synchronizer object.
4. Select Tree Selected Objects Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window is displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
5. Select a backup in the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental backup.
6. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
7. In the file tree, select the box of the database meta-file.
8. In the incremental meta-directory, select the box of all the incremental meta-objects,

including the meta-link indicating their location.
9. Select the box of the meta-links depending on the restore options you want to use.

Important: If you want to restore objects which were backed up in VSS mode, use
ONLY the recovery restore option.

For more information on the meta-files and meta-objects to select, refer to Scenario 2:
Restoring a User Database.

10. If datafiles must be moved, select the box of the datafiles meta-directory.

Step 3: Performing the Restore

To perform the Restore

1. Select Restore Run. The Restore window opens.
2. Select the restore parameters and click OK. The message Restore complete is displayed

when the operation is completed.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.
3. Select Backup View to display the meta-tree on the destination platform. You can now use

the restored files on the destination platform.
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Scenario 7: Restoring a Database to another SQL
Server with Redirection of Data Files to multiple
Directories
As distinct from the previous procedure, in which the variable TINA_SQL_MOVE_DATA_TO was
used to redirect all the data files of the source database to a single directory in the destination
database, this scenario allows the restore of data files to multiple directories. For example, you
may wish to redirect data files to one directory and log files to another, or even keep them on
separate disks.

This procedure is performed in two phases. The first consists of restoring, onto the destination
SQL Server, a move request file, containing a structural description of the database to be moved,
and gutters showing the redirection path of each data file in the source path, but no actual data.
Initially, all the datafiles in the original database will have the same redirection path.

This file can then be edited manually, so as to modify the move clause specifying the redirection
path for each individual data file.

When the move request is then executed with a second restore, the redirection paths will be
created on the destination SQL Server and the actual datafiles will display in the appointed
places.

The move request file is defined by the variable TINA_SQL_MOVE_DATA_TO, with the value entered
in the form:
CLAUSE=Path_and_Name_of_Move_Request_File

Important: In VSS mode, the restore of a database across two different instances is not
supported by Microsoft SQLWriter.

These steps are required to perform a cross restore to another SQL server with redirection of
datafiles to multiple directories:

Prerequisites

The following conditions must be met before performing a cross restore of your database:
• Both source and destination platforms must use the same operating system and the same

SQL Server version.
• Tina must be installed on both platforms.
• The user must be allowed to restore objects and perform a cross-restore (in the Web

Administration, select the Cross-restore box of the Backup and Restore area in the
Properties tab of the User Details window).

For more information about User Access rights, refer to the Tina Administration
Documentation.

• Ensure that in SQL Server Management Studio that no connections to the database are
opened before and after the restore.
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Step 1: Setting up the required SQL Server Applications

To set up the required SQL Server Applications

1. In the Web Administration, create a second SQL Server application associated with the
destination platform hosting the second SQL Server.

For more information on how to create a SQL Server application, refer to To create an SQL
Server Application.

2. Right click this application and select Application Details.
3. In the Properties tab, expand the Environment Variables area.
4. Set these variables:

– TINA_SQL_DB_DEST with the name of the destination database (i.e., TINA_SQL_DB_
DEST=restore_database_name).

– TINA_SQL_MOVE_DATA_TO with the CLAUSE argument and a path and a name for the
move request file on the destination host (i.e., CLAUSE=F:\100
datafiles\move.sql).

The use of the CLAUSE argument allows you to create an editable move request file which
you may modify afterwards to redefine the destinations of individual datafiles.

For more information about environment variables, see Tina for SQL Server Environment
Variables.

Step 2: Creating and defining the move Request File

To create and define the move Request File

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Backup Application Folder and select the
application used to back up the database you want to restore. The associated meta-tree is
displayed.

Note: If you cannot access the Backup Application Folder menu of Restore &
Archive Manager, ensure that you set the User Access rights as described in the
prerequisites above.
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2. Select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the backed up objects you wish to
restore.

3. Select the Synchronizer meta-object.
4. Select Tree Selected Objects Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window is displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
5. Select a backup in the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental backup.
6. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
7. In the file tree, select the box next to the datafiles meta-directory.
8. Select Restore Run. The Restore window opens.

This creates a move request file in the directory specified by the CLAUSE argument of the
variable TINA_SQL_MOVE_DATA_TO.

Important: No actual files are restored at this stage.

9. On the destination SQL Server, find the move request file in the directory you specified and
open it in a text editor.

10. In the lines starting with the move character string, enter the path of the destination
directory as in the example below:
-- original datafile: dbf000 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf000.mdf
move 'dbf000' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Data\dbf000.mdf',
You can modify the name of the data files.

Step 3: Selecting the Objects Required for the Restore

To select the Objects Required for the Restore

1. When you have finished editing the move request file, select the box of the following objects
in the file tree:
– database
– datafiles
– recovery
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– replace

Important: If you previously set the TINA_SQL_DB_DEST variable, do not select the
replace object.

– incremental
– synchroniser

Important: If you want to restore objects which were backed up in VSS mode, use
ONLY the recovery restore option.

Note: Select the restricted_user object if you do not want the database to be publicly
accessible during restoration.

For more information on the meta-files and meta-objects to select, refer to Scenario 2:
Restoring a User Database.

Step 4: Performing the Restore

To perform the Restore

1. Select Restore Run. The Restore window opens.

Note: If you intend to replace a database that is already present on the destination
server and has the same name as the name set in the TINA_SQL_DB_DEST variable,
before launching the restore process, put the database offline using the SQL
Administration interface.

2. Select the restore parameters and click OK. The message Restore complete is displayed
when the operation is completed.
After the restore, you will see the datafiles displaying on the destination SQL server in the
directories to which you redirected them.
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This procedure will create a database with the name defined by the TINA_SQL_DB_DEST
variable and the datafiles set as indicated in the move.sql file.

Note: The datafiles can be renamed to be in conformity with the database name, but
they will always keep their original logical name. In this case, Tina adds a warning in the
restore logs to inform the user about the change of the database name.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.

Sample move Request File

In our example, we will look for the file move.sql in the directory F:\100 datafiles of the
destination SQL server ruppert.

Here is an abbreviated sample of such a file:

-- file: F:\100 datafiles\move.sql
-- SQL server: ruppert\SERVER
-- source database: 100 datafiles
-- destination database: 100 datafiles
-- catalog: ruppert_sts_410
-- folder: ruppert.sql
-- database instance: Fri Aug 17 10:00:47 2007

-- To redirect datafiles, set appropriate path in lines starting with move.
-- original datafile: dbf000 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf000.mdf
move 'dbf000' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf000.mdf',
-- original datafile: dbf001 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf001.mdf
move 'dbf001' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf001.mdf',
-- original datafile: dbf002 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf002.ndf
move 'dbf002' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf002.ndf',
-- original datafile: dbf003 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf003.ndf
move 'dbf003' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf003.ndf',
-- original datafile: dbf004 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf004.ndf
move 'dbf004' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf004.ndf',
-- original datafile: ldf017 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf017.ldf
move 'ldf017' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf017.ldf',
-- original datafile: ldf018 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf018.ldf
move 'ldf018' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf018.ldf',
-- original datafile: ldf019 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf019.ldf
move 'ldf019' to 'E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf019.ldf',

The lines beginning with move show that the initial move request is to restore all the files from the
source into identical paths and names on the destination. Here, original files are all in
E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ on the source SQL Server and will all be redirected into
E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ on the destination SQL Server.

We will edit this file so that the datafiles are redirected to F:\100 datafiles\ on the destination
SQL Server. Datafiles with extension .ndf and .mdf will go into a subdirectory called data, but
log files, having the extension .ldf, will go into a subdirectory called logs.

-- file: F:\100 datafiles\move.sql
-- SQL server: ruppert\SERVER
-- source database: 100 datafiles
-- destination database: 100 datafiles
-- catalog: ruppert_sts_410
-- folder: ruppert.sql
-- database instance: Fri Aug 17 10:00:47 2007
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-- To redirect datafiles, set appropriate path in lines starting with move.
-- original datafile: dbf000 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf000.mdf
move 'dbf000' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Data\dbf000.mdf',
-- original datafile: dbf001 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf001.mdf
move 'dbf001' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Data\dbf001.mdf',
-- original datafile: dbf002 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf002.ndf
move 'dbf002' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Data\dbf002.ndf',
-- original datafile: dbf003 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf003.ndf
move 'dbf003' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Data\dbf003.ndf',
-- original datafile: dbf004 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\dbf004.ndf
move 'dbf004' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Data\dbf004.ndf',
-- original datafile: ldf017 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf017.ldf
move 'ldf017' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Logs\ldf017.ldf',
-- original datafile: ldf018 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf018.ldf
move 'ldf018' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Logs\ldf018.ldf',
-- original datafile: ldf019 -> E:\Appli\Mssql\MSSQL\Data\ldf019.ldf
move 'ldf019' to 'F:\100 datafiles\Logs\ldf019.ldf'

Scenario 8: Restoring a Database in Standby Mode
Tina for SQL Server permits creation of a standby database. This is a secondary database that is
up to date as far as the last backup, yet it will not contain transactions more recent than that. In
order to make it fully operational, you will need to replay the most recent logs. Thus the database
is not to be considered as being fully restored, but remains in a half-restored, standby state until
the restore is completed by replaying the logs.

During this time, the database can be consulted in Read Only mode. SQL Server will store the
uncommitted transactions in an undo file instead of fully recovering the database.

Thus the creation of the standby database is performed in Tina by defining the path and name of
the undo file with an environment variable, TINA_SQL_STAND_BY. This variable must be set in the
Tina for SQL Server application on the destination server, at the moment of the restore.

These steps are required to perform a restore of a database in standby mode:

Step 1: Setting up the required SQL Server Applications

To set up the required SQL Server Applications

1. In the Web Administration, create a second SQL Server application associated with the
destination platform hosting the second SQL Server.

For more information on how to create a SQL Server application, refer to To create an SQL
Server Application.

2. Right click this application and select Application Details.
3. In the Properties tab, expand the Environment Variables area.
4. Set this variable:

– TINA_SQL_STAND_BY variable with a path and a name for the undo file (i.e., F:\sql_
restore\undo)
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Step 2: Selecting the Objects Required for the Restore

To select the Objects Required for the Restore

1. In Restore & Archive Manager, select Backup Strategy and select the strategy of the
backed up objects you wish to restore.

2. Select the Synchronizer object.
3. Select Tree Selected Objects Versions. The Synchronizer in the Versions in Time

window is displayed. It contains the list of full and incremental backups.
4. Select a backup in the list (usually the latest backup). It can be a full or incremental backup.
5. Click Synchronize. The file tree is updated.
6. In the file tree, select the box of the database meta-file.
7. In the incremental meta-directory, select the box of all the incremental meta-objects,

including the meta-link indicating their location.
8. Select the box of the meta-links depending on the restore options you want to use, except

the keep_replication meta-link.

Note: This keep_replication option is incompatible with the standby recovery option. If
you try to run a restore with the TINA_SQL_STAND_BY variable set and the keep_
replication option set, an error message will display.

Important: If you want to restore objects which were backed up in VSS mode, use
ONLY the recovery restore option.

For more information on the meta-files and meta-objects to select, refer to Scenario 2:
Restoring a User Database.

9. If datafiles must be moved, select the box of the datafiles meta-directory.

Step 3: Performing the Restore

To perform the Restore

1. Select Restore Run. The Restore window opens.
2. Select the restore parameters and click OK. The database will be restored in standby mode

to the place selected.

For more information on the restore parameters, refer to the Tina Restore Documentation.
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CHAPTER5-Tina for SQL Server Environment
Variables
Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_APP_
LIB_PATH

Access path.
Automatically set to
%TINA_
HOME%\Bin\libtina_
sql.dll

Specifies the path of the dynamic
libraries of the Tina for SQL Server
Documentation.

Mandatory

TINA_SQL_
LOG_DEST

Access path.

No default value

Specifies the directory which
contains transaction log files during
backups. Example: TINA_SQL_
LOG_DEST=d:\tina\Sql

If you do not set this variable, you
will not be able to perform restores.

Mandatory

TINA_SQL_
BCK_
TIMEOUT

Integer

[86400] (24 hours)

Opening timeout in seconds, for
the named pipes or the virtual
devices used by the software to
communicate with the SQL Server
during backup.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
CHECKSUM

yes, [no] Specifies whether the CHECKSUM
option is given to the full and
differential backup/restore
command of SQL Server
databases. This option verifies
page-checksum and torn-page
status, if present on database
pages. For optional use at restore
time, backup also records the
checksums separately in the
backup media (these are termed
backup checksums). Using backup
checksums may impact workload
and backup throughput.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
DB_DEST

String Name under which the checked
database will be restored.

If this variable is set, only one
database can be restored at a time.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_SQL_
DIFF_LEVEL

Integer

[-1]

Triggers differential backup
threshold.

During incremental backups, Tina
either backs up transaction logs or
performs a differential backup. The
variable represents the number of
times a transaction log backup is
performed before a differential
backup takes place. If this variable
is not defined, no differential
backup is performed. If the variable
is set to "0", only differential
backups are performed.

Differential backup is deactivated
by default.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
ENV_DEVICE_
OPEN_
TIMEOUT

Integer in seconds [300] Timeout in seconds for configuration of
the virtual device set used to
communicate with the SQL Server
during backup.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
INSTANCE

String, [Machine name] Instance name of the SQL Server.
By default, Tina maintains the
server connection with its machine
name.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
LOG_RET

[10] Number of full backups that
determines the on-disk transaction
log removal. For instance, if TINA_
SQL_LOG_RET is set to 2, all
transaction logs preceding the last
2 full backups are removed from
disk.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
LOG_TRUNC

[yes], no Specifies whether transaction logs
should be truncated during their
backup.

When setting the TINA_SQL_LOG_
TRUNC variable to no, you cannot
perform differential backups.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
LOGIN_TIME

Integer

[5]

SQL Server connection timeout in
seconds.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_SQL_
MOVE_DATA_
TO

Path Datafiles tree restore path. Only
applies to the checked datafiles.
This variable is mandatory if the
TINA_SQL_DB_DEST variable is
set.

Alternative Use:

With the CLAUSE option set on the
name and path of a move request,
this variable can also permit cross-
restore of individual datafiles to
different directories

Optional

TINA_SQL_
NATIVE_
DRIVER

on, [off] Specifies whether the Sql native
driver is to be used. By default, the
Sql ODBC driver is used.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
ON_ERROR

[stop], continue Specifies which option
(CONTINUE_AFTER_
ERROR/STOP_ON_ERROR) is
given to the full and differential
backup/restore command of SQL
Server databases. This option
instructs backup/restore to
continue/fail if a checksum is
inconsistent.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
RST_
TIMEOUT

[172 400] (48 h) Opening timeout in seconds, for
the named pipes or the virtual
devices used by the software to
communicate with the SQL Server
during restore.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
SERVER_
NAME

String SQL Server name. This variable
must be defined if the SQL Server
name is different from the machine
where it resides.

Optional
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Environment
Variable

Possible Values
[default] Description Status

TINA_SQL_
STAND_BY

Path Specifies the path of the undo file
to restore databases with
STANDBY option at the end of the
recovery of the restored database.
If the variable is not set, the restore
operation is performed with
RECOVERY option instead of
STANDBY.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
VERIFY_ONLY

yes, [no] Checks if the backup set is
complete and if all volumes would
be readable should a restore take
place. No data is actually restored.

Optional

TINA_SQL_
VSS

[off]

yes, [no]

Specifies which API (Virtual Device
Interface, VDI or Volume Shadow
Copy Service, VSS) is used to
perform the full backup of SQL
Server databases. If this variable is
set to yes, the VSS technology is
used.

Optional
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